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Lecture 10 

Characters and Themes 

Characters: 

Françoise 

 Françoise misses Combray and expresses this in a soliloquy: 

 “Yes, with Mme Octave—ah, a real saintly woman, I can tell you, and a house 

where there was always more than enough, and all of the very best—a good woman, and 

no mistake, who didn’t spare the partridges, or the pheasants, or anything. You might turn 

up five to dinner or six, it was never the meat that was lacking, and of the first quality 

too, and white wine, and red wine, and everything you could wish.” (Françoise used the 

word “spare” in the same sense as La Bruyère.)  

 In this same passage, we learn that Françoise even misses Eulalie now that she is 

dead. —The Guermantes Way 3: 24-25 

 

Marcel 

Here is another passage in which Proust uses the notion of names and their influence on 

us. At times it is the look and sound of the word itself, as in the example quoted in an 

earlier lecture when Proust used synesthesia to describe the images evoked in Marcel’s 

imagination by the sound of the word “Parma.” In the following passage, it is Marcel’s 

imagination which has been fired anew by the social reputation of the duchesse de 

Guermantes: 

But just as Elstir, when the bay of Balbec, losing its mystery, had become for me simply 

a portion, interchangeable with any other, of the total quantity of salt water distributed 

over the earth's surface, had suddenly restored to it a personality of its own by telling me 

that it was the gulf of opal, painted by Whistler in his Harmonies in Blue and Silver, so 

the name Guermantes had seen perish under the strokes of Françoise's hammer the last of 

the dwellings that had issued from its syllables when one day an old friend of my father 

said to us, speaking of the Duchess: “She is the first lady in the Faubourg Saint-Germain; 

hers is the leading house in the Faubourg Saint-Germain.” No doubt the most exclusive 
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drawing-room, the leading house in the Faubourg Saint-Germain was little or nothing 

after all those other mansions of which in turn I had dreamed. And yet in this one too 

(and it was to be the last of the series), there was something, however humble, quite apart 

from its material components, a secret differentiation. 

 And it became all the more essential that I should be able to explore in the 

drawing-room of Mme. de Guermantes, among her friends, the mystery of her name, 

since I did not find it in her person when I saw her leave the house in the morning on 

foot, or in the afternoon in her carriage. —The Guermantes Way 3: 27-28 

 

 Proust’s family and friends must have been surprised, along with Proust himself, 

at how much he enjoyed his year of voluntary military service (1889-1890). In the novel, 

when Marcel visits Saint-Loup in his garrison at Doncières, Proust paints a rather idyllic 

picture of military life: 

 The silence, altogether more relative, which reigned in the little barrack-room 

where I sat waiting was now broken. The door opened and Saint-Loup rushed in, 

dropping his monocle. 

 “Ah, Robert, how comfortable it is here,” I said to him. “How good it would be if 

one were allowed to dine and sleep here.” 

 And indeed, had it not been against the regulations, what repose untinged by 

sadness I could have enjoyed there, guarded by that atmosphere of tranquility, vigilance 

and gaiety which was maintained by a thousand ordered and untroubled wills, a thousand 

carefree minds, in that great community called a barracks where, time having taken the 

form of action, that sad bell that tolled the hours outside was replaced by the same joyous 

clarion of those martial calls, the ringing memory of which was kept perpetually alive in 

the paved streets of the town, like the dust that floats in a sunbeam—a voice sure of being 

heard, and musical because it was the command not only of authority to obedience but of 

wisdom to happiness. —The Guermantes Way 3: 96-97 

Themes: 

Androgyny 
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We have seen that Saint-Loup’s photograph of his aunt, the duchesse de 

Guermantes, leads Marcel to discover a remarkable similarity in their facial features. 

Here the theme of androgyny is linked to that of atavaism. Proust himself routinely 

looked for feminine traits among his male friends and their male relatives, and for 

masculine traits among his female friends and their relatives, in search of the types that 

became the men-women or women-men of his novel. When Proust wrote to actress 

Louisa de Mornand, one of the principal models for “Rachel when for the Lord,” to 

express his condolences for the death of her eighteen-year old brother Ernest, killed 

during the war, he recalled having seen a photograph of Ernest, known for his good 

looks, that had made the writer eager to meet him, “for I have always been curious about 

the effects of the transposition of a friend’s or loved one’s face from the masculine sex 

into the feminine and vice versa.” 

Proust wrote a similar letter when Marie Benardaky’s brother was killed in the 

war: “These transpositions into another sex of a face one has loved fascinate me. That’s 

why I would so much like to have known young Benardaky, who was killed at the 

beginning of the way and whose sister, perhaps without knowing it, was the intoxication 

and despair of my youth.” Marie was, along with Jeanne Pouquet, an important model for 

Gilberte. See Marcel Proust, Selected Letters in English, 3: 383, and 4: 37. 

See also Miscellaneous 

The Unknowable Other 

 Marcel believes that Françoise adores him and is filled with kindness and honesty 

because she is nice to him. But later he learns that she told Jupien that he, Marcel, was 

“not worth the price of a rope to hang me, and that I had tried to do her every conceivable 

harm . . . this sudden glimpse that Jupien afforded me of the real world appalled me.” He 

asks himself a number of questions about her motives and wonders “Was it the same with 

all one’s social relations? And into what depths of despair might this not some day 

plunge me, if it were the same with love? [...] At any rate I realized the impossibility of 

obtaining any direct and certain knowledge of whether Françoise loved or hated me. And 

thus it was she who first gave me the idea that a person does not, as I had imagined, stand 

motionless and clear before our eyes with his merits, his defects, his plans, his intentions 
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with regard to ourselves (like a garden at which we gaze through a railing with all its 

borders spread out before us), but is a shadow which we can never penetrate, of which 

there can be no such thing as direct knowledge, with respect to which we form countless 

beliefs, based upon words and sometimes actions, neither of which can give us anything 

but inadequate and as it proves contradictory information—a shadow behind which we 

can alternately imagine, with equal justification, that there burns the flame of hatred and 

of love. —The Guermantes Way  3: 80-82 

 

The Dreyfus Affair 

 As we will see in lecture 11, the Dreyfus Affair becomes an increasingly 

important factor in the reconfiguration of various social groups. At Doncières, Marcel 

learns that Saint-Loup, unlike the other members of the Guermantes family and 

aristocrats in general, favors reopening the case because he believes that Dreyfus is 

innocent: 

 Saint-Loup had spoken to me of another of his comrades who was present also, 

one with whom he was on particularly good terms since in this environment they were 

the only two to champion the reopening of the Dreyfus case. —The Guermantes Way  3: 

134 


